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S1 -Aggregation of species into multi-species groups Table S1 . Multi-species groups of demersal North Sea fish. Several species in the survey have been aggregated because of difficulties in the identification of species and/or because of probable misidentifications in the past. Grouping has been done as suggested by Heessen et al. (2015) . Table S2 . Species list and trait values of the demersal North Sea fish species retained in the analysis. Length was calculated as the mean length over all length classes present for each species retained from the survey data (North Sea International Bottom Trawl Survey; https://datras.ices.dk). All trophic level data were taken from FishBase (1). References for the remaining traits are given in the last column.
Table S2 -Species list and trait values

Species
Common 
Figure S1 -Size-independent growth rate
Von Bertalanffy's growth coefficient K is the rate (yr -1 ) at which an individual fish reaches its asymptotic size (length infinity, L ∞ ). It follows from the Von Bertalanffy growth equation that describes body length as a function of age:
where L t is length (cm) at age t, L ∞ is the asymptotic length (cm), K the growth coefficient (yr -1 ), t is age (yr) and t 0 the theoretical age at size zero (yr).
The growth coefficient K is negatively correlated to L ∞ . We therefore calculated an alternative growth rate that is independent of L ∞ : growth rate ω in cm·yr -1 that is calculated by multiplying K and L ∞ (Gallucci & Quinn 1979) . It represents growth rate in early in life (close to t 0 ) and can therefore be seen as juvenile growth rate.
The temporal and spatial community weighted means (CWM) of growth rate ω are plotted below as well as the rate of change in the spatio-temporal CWMs, calculated as the slope of a linear regression of the CWM growth rates per survey grid cell. Figure S1 . Time series (A), spatial patterns (B) and spatio-temporal trends (C) of the community weighted mean of growth rate ω (cm·yr -1 ). Grey line with shaded area in A is a loess-smoother with confidence interval to visualize the main trend. Circles in C indicate significant temporal trends (small p < 0.05, medium p < 0.01, large p < 0.001). Figure S2 . Selection of modelled relationships between environmental variables and temporal community weighted mean traits. Fitted lines are the modelled relationships through generalized additive models or generalized additive mixed models, grey dots are the partial residuals (plotted on y-axis) and the shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. For plotting the partial residuals the best models were taken, i.e. models with the lowest corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), see Table S3 . Figure S3 . Selection of modelled relationships between spatial community weighted mean traits and environmental and fishing variables. Fitted lines are the modelled relationship through generalized additive mixed models, grey dots are the partial residuals (plotted on yaxis) and the shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval. For plotting the partial residuals the best models were taken, i.e. models with the lowest corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), see Table S3 . 
Figure S2 -Modelled relationships temporal trends of traits
Figure S3 -Modelled relationships spatial trait patterns
